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The transition to pulmonary respiration after birth requires rapid
alterations in the structure of the mammalian cardiovascular system.
One dramatic change that occurs is the closure of the ductus
arteriosus (DA), an arterial connection in the fetus that directs blood
flow away from the pulmonary circulation. Twomembers of the TGFβ
family, bone morphogenetic protein 9 (BMP9) and BMP10, have been
recently involved in postnatal angiogenesis, both being necessary for
remodeling of newly formed microvascular beds. The aim of the pre-
sent work was to study whether BMP9 and BMP10 could be involved
in closure of the DA. We found that Bmp9 knockout in mice led to an
imperfect closure of the DA. Further, addition of a neutralizing anti-
BMP10 antibody at postnatal day 1 (P1) and P3 in these pups exacer-
bated the remodeling defect and led to a reopening of the DA at P4.
Transmission electron microscopy images and immunofluorescence
stainings suggested that this effect could be due to a defect in intimal
cell differentiation from endothelial to mesenchymal cells, associated
with a lack of extracellular matrix deposition within the center of the
DA. This result was supported by the identification of the regulation
by BMP9 and BMP10 of several genes known to be involved in this
process. The involvement of these BMPs was further supported by
human genomic data because we could define a critical region in
chromosome 2 encoding eight genes including BMP10 that correlated
with the presence of a patent DA. Together, these data establish roles
for BMP9 and BMP10 in DA closure.
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The ductus arteriosus (DA) is a large blood vessel whose ob-
struction is essential for the transition from fetal to neonatal

circulation. It is a fetal arterial shunt connecting the pulmonary
artery with the aortic arch. During fetal life, the DA directs
deoxygenated blood away from the pulmonary circulation and
toward the descending aorta, bypassing the nonventilated fetal
lungs. After birth, the DA closes spontaneously within 1–3 h in
small rodents or within 24–48 h in human newborns (1, 2). Al-
though an open DA is required for fetal survival, the persistence
of a patent DA (PDA) after birth is a major cause of morbidity
and mortality, particularly in preterm neonates, leading to severe
complications, including pulmonary hypertension, right ventric-
ular dysfunction, postnatal infections, and respiratory failure.
The incidence of PDA has been estimated to be one in 500 in-
term newborns and accounts for the majority of all cases of
congenital heart disease in preterm newborns. It is currently
believed that DA closure involves a two-step process (3, 4). The
first, provisional closure, also called functional closure, occurs at
birth and is accomplished by smooth muscle cell contraction and
DA constriction. The second step, named anatomical closure,
involves a profound remodeling of cells within the former DA
lumen and permits permanent closure of the DA. Although
several factors have been implicated in DA closure (oxygen

tension, prostaglandin E2, laminin, growth hormone, and platelets),
the precise molecular and cellular signals that promote the transi-
tion from initial constriction to definitive DA closure are not yet
fully understood.
Bone morphogenetic protein 9 (BMP9) and BMP10 are two

members of the BMP family that have been demonstrated to
play major roles in vascular development (5). In 2007, it was
demonstrated that BMP9 and BMP10 bind with high affinity to
the endothelial-specific receptor activin receptor-like kinase 1
(ALK1), a type 1 receptor of the TGFβ family (6) whose mu-
tations are involved in vascular diseases (5). Both BMP9 and
BMP10 are present in blood, and their circulating levels are
particularly elevated in mice around birth (7, 8), suggesting that
they could play a role in pre- and postnatal development. In the
present work, we addressed whether BMP9 and BMP10 could be
involved in DA closure. For this purpose, we used Bmp9-KO
mice and neutralizing anti-BMP10 antibody. Herein, we show
that injection of a neutralizing anti-BMP10 antibody into Bmp9-
KO pups led to an open DA and identified several targets that
may be involved in this closure defect. This work is further
supported by human genomic data, based on the definition of a
700-kb minimal critical region in chromosome 2 encoding eight
genes, including BMP10, that correlated with the presence of a
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PDA in two patients. This work thus identifies a previously un-
identified signaling pathway, the BMP9/10 pathway, in the ana-
tomical closure of the DA.

Results
Injection of Antibodies Directed Against BMP10 in Bmp9-KO Pups
Leads to an Open DA at P5. To address the role of BMP9 and
BMP10 in postnatal vascular remodeling, we used Bmp9-KO
pups, which are fine and viable. They were injected at postnatal
day 1 (P1) and P3 with a neutralizing anti-BMP10 antibody as
previously described (8) because we could not use Bmp10-KO
pups, which die at midgestation due to cardiac defects (9). We
first analyzed transverse sections of the DA at P5 after hema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. We found that Bmp9-KO pups
treated with an anti-BMP10 antibody had an open DA whereas
the other pups (WT pups injected or not with an anti-BMP10
antibody or Bmp9-KO pups) had a closed DA at P5 (Fig. 1A);
only 1 out of 9 Bmp9-KO pups injected with anti-BMP10 anti-
body presented a DA with a complete occlusion. This result was
confirmed by angiography of the DA after injecting Evans blue
in the ventricles. Indeed, whereas we could not detect any dye
within the DA of Bmp9-KO pups, supporting that this DA is
obstructed, we could see some blue dye in the center of the DA
of Bmp9-KO pups treated with anti-BMP10 antibody, confirming
that, in this case, the DA is open (Fig. 1B). Similar results were
obtained with another anti-BMP10 neutralizing antibody de-
veloped in our laboratory (Fig. S1A). The specificity of these two

neutralizing BMP10 antibodies versus other BMPs was also
checked (Fig. S1B).

Bmp9 Knockout Leads to Abnormal Closure of the DA at P4. DA
closure in mice has been shown to take place within a time frame
of 1–3 h after birth (1). To understand what happened in these
pups, we analyzed their DA at P0 (i.e., at least 8 h after birth),
P3, and P4 through staining of semithin sections. In WT pups at
P0, the center of the DA as delineated by the internal elastic
lamina (IEL) was filled by cuboidal cells, which have previously
been designated as intimal cells (ICs) because the nature of these
cells is not clearly understood (1). These ICs were bordered by
several layers of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) and
elastic lamina (EL) (Fig. 2A). No difference could be detected at
P0 between WT and Bmp9-KO pups, demonstrating that the
absence of BMP9 did not affect the closure of the DA at this
time point (Fig. 2A). At P3, WT, Bmp9-KO, and Bmp9-KO pups
treated with an anti-BMP10 antibody still presented a closed DA
(Fig. 2B). On the other hand, at P4, we observed major differ-
ences between these pups (Fig. 2C). Indeed, in contrast to WT
pups, the center of the DA of Bmp9-KO pups was not completely
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Fig. 1. Bmp9-KO pups treated with an anti-BMP10 antibody have an open
ductus arteriosus (DA) at P5. Bmp9-KO pups were treated at P1 and P3 with
IgG or an anti-BMP10 antibody and killed at P5. (A) Representative hema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of transverse sections of DA. WT pups
treated with IgG (n = 21) from 10 littermates or with anti-BMP10 (n = 7)
from 3 littermates; Bmp9-KO pups treated with IgG (n = 9) from 7 littermates
or with anti-BMP10 (n = 9) from 6 littermates. (Scale bars: 50 μm.) The graph
bar indicates the number of mice with complete DA occlusion over the total
number of mice investigated. The Fisher’s exact test was used to compare
the different groups (**P ≤ 0.01). (B) Representative angiographic images
after Evans blue injection of the great arteries and the DA. Bmp9-KO pups
treated with IgG (n = 3) or with anti-BMP10 (n = 5) from 3 littermates. IA,
innominate artery; LCCA, left common carotid artery; LSCA, left subclavian
artery; PA, pulmonary artery. (Scale bars: 500 μm.)
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Fig. 2. Abnormal closure of the DA in Bmp9-KO pups at P4. Representative
semithin transverse sections. (A) WT pups and Bmp9-KO pups were killed at P0.
The DA center was filled with ICs, encircled by the IEL (the tortuous dark blue
ribbon, seen at higher magnification) and surrounded by several layers of
VSMCs and EL. (B and C) WT pups and Bmp9-KO pups were treated at P1 and
P3 with IgG or an anti-BMP10 antibody and killed at P3 (B) or P4 (C). EC, en-
dothelial cells; EL, elastic lamina; IC, intimal cells; IEL, internal elastic lamina;
RBC, red blood cells; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cells. [Scale bars: A and C,
20 μm (low magnification) and 10 μm (high magnification); B, 20 μm.]
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filled with ICs, and red blood cells (RBCs) could be observed.
This phenotype was exacerbated in Bmp9-KO pups treated with
an anti-BMP10 antibody (Fig. 2C): the lumen was open, lined
with a layer of flattened cells that looked like endothelial cells
(ECs), and RBCs and islets of ICs could be detected in the lu-
men (Fig. 2C). Semithin cross-sections through the entire length
of the DA and quantification of the remaining lumen area
confirmed these results (Fig. S2). Taken together, these data
demonstrate that injection of a neutralizing anti-BMP10 anti-
body to Bmp9-KO pups led to a reopening of the DA at P4. We
could not determine whether this open DA eventually closes
later on because Bmp9-KO pups treated with anti-BMP10 anti-
bodies died between P4 and P6. We next asked whether the
reopening process was time-dependent and thus treated Bmp9-
KO pups with anti-BMP10 antibody at later times (P3 and P5).
Interestingly, we did not observe a reopening of the DA at P6 or
P7, demonstrating that BMP9 and BMP10 are critical during a
short time window (between P1 and P3) for the proper remod-
eling of the DA into an irreversibly obstructed vessel.

Bmp9 Knockout Leads to a Defect in DA Wall Thickening at Birth. To
better address the role of BMP9 in DA closure, we examined the
first events associated with the closure. For this purpose, we
performed a kinetic analysis of DA closure (0–5 h) in WT and
Bmp9-KO pups immediately after caesarian section. As shown in
Fig. 3A, the DA of both WT and Bmp9-KO pups was closed
within 3 h after caesarian section. These data demonstrated that
Bmp9 inactivation did not affect functional closure of the DA.
Wall thickening is an important feature in the process of an-

atomical closure of the DA, which starts around birth in mice (1).
We observed that DA wall thickness increased within the first
hour after birth in WT pups whereas this increase was signifi-
cantly reduced in Bmp9-KO pups (Fig. 3B). We next analyzed
the DA of newborn pups at P0. Similarly, DA diameter was
significantly reduced in Bmp9-KO pups versus WT pups (Fig.
3C). Hyaluronan (HA) production under the control of prosta-
glandins has been recently described to play a key role in DA
closure (10). We therefore tested whether hyaluronan synthases
(HAS) and cyclooxygenases (COX1 and -2), which were de-
scribed as being the key enzymes for prostaglandin production in
the DA (11), could be targets of BMP9 or BMP10 in endothelial
cells [human pulmonary arterial endothelial cells (HPAECs)].
We found that BMP9 and BMP10 strongly increased COX2
mRNA levels after 2 h stimulation whereas it did not affect
COX1 mRNA expression (Fig. 3D). HA is synthesized by three
isoforms of HAS (HAS1, HAS2, and HAS3); we therefore
studied mRNA expression of these three enzymes. Both HAS2
and HAS3 were detected in HPAECs whereas HAS1 mRNA was
not detectable. Interestingly, BMP9 and BMP10 were found to
strongly increase HAS2 mRNA levels after 4 h stimulation
whereas it did not affect HAS3 mRNA expression (Fig. 3D).

BMP9 and BMP10 Are Necessary for Matrix Deposition During DA
Remodeling. To understand why the DA reopens in Bmp9-KO
pups treated with anti-BMP10 antibodies, we analyzed trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the center of the
DA at P0, P3, and P4. At P0, as previously described on semithin
sections (Fig. 2A), the center of the DA was filled with compact
cuboidal, referred to as ICs, and no difference could be detected
between WT and Bmp9-KO pups (Fig. 4A). These cells were in
both cases highly synthetic, containing abundant rough endo-
plasmic reticulum, and tiny desmosome-like junctions (DLJs)
were occasionally observed between cells (see Insets in Fig. 4A).
At P3, in WT pups, numerous ICs were surrounded by matrix
deposition (MD) (Fig. 4B), which could not be detected at P0
(Fig. 4A). Interestingly, in contrast to WT pups, we could not
detect MD between ICs at P3 in Bmp9-KO pups treated with an
anti-BMP10 antibody whereas DLJ could still be observed (Fig.

4B). Bmp9-KO pups, at P3, gave an intermediary phenotype with
areas of ICs with MD and areas without. At P4, in WT pups,
nearly all of the cells within the DA center were surrounded with
MD (Fig. 4C). In contrast, at P4, the DA of Bmp9-KO pups
treated with an anti-BMP10 antibody was open, and, interest-
ingly, this lumen was lined with a layer of flattened endothelial
cells (ECs), tightly connected, polarized toward the lumen and
containing Weibel–Palade bodies (WPBs) (Fig. 4C). Similar
features, although not as pronounced, were observed in Bmp9-
KO pups treated with IgG (Fig. 4C). Several extracellular matrix
(ECM) proteins have been described to be involved in DA clo-
sure, among which is fibronectin (12). Because we observed
defect in matrix deposition in Bmp9-KO mice, we tested whether
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Fig. 3. Thickening defects in the DA of Bmp9-KO mice after birth. (A) Represen-
tative angiographic images of the DA (arrowhead) after Evans blue injection in
the ventricles after caesarian section at term (E18.5, t = 0 h) and 3 h later (t = 3 h)
in WT and Bmp9-KO pups. (WT, n = 2, n = 2, and Bmp9-KO, n = 2, n = 2, re-
spectively from two littermates). (Scale bars: 500 μm.) (B) Quantification of the DA
wall thickness in WT and Bmp9-KO pups at E16.5, immediately after caesarian
section (CS) at term (E18.5, t = 0 h) and 1 h later (t = 1 h) (WT, n = 7, n = 4, n = 3
and Bmp9-KO, n= 5, n= 5, n= 3, respectively) of H&E-stained longitudinal sections
(representative images of 1 h after CS are shown). (Scale bars: 100 μm.) (C)
Quantification of the DA diameter at P0 inWT and Bmp9-KO pups born by natural
delivery (ND) (n = 6 in each group) of H&E-stained transverse sections of the DA
(representative images are shown). (Scale bars: 100 μm.) **P ≤ 0.01 and *P ≤ 0.05
significantly different. (D) mRNA fold changes of COX2, COX1, HAS2, and HAS3
expression in HPAECs stimulated with BMP9 or BMP10 (0.5 ng/mL). The results are
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BMP9 and BMP10 could regulate the protein expression of fi-
bronectin and also type I collagen. We found that BMP9 and
BMP10 strongly induced the expression of fibronectin in endo-
thelial cells whereas they did not affect the expression of type I
collagen (Fig. 4D). Quantitative RT-PCR of isolated DA dem-
onstrated the presence of the receptors ALK1, BMPR2, and
ActR2A and the coreceptor endoglin, supporting that cells from

the DA can respond to the BMP9/BMP10 signaling pathway
(Table S1). Accordingly, 48-h BMP9 treatment of ex vivo cul-
tures of great arteries (i.e., DA, PA, and aortic arch) induced the
expression of the specific transcription factor inhibitor of dif-
ferentiation 1 (Id1) and fibronectin (Fig. 4E).

BMP9 and BMP10 Are Involved in the Process of DA Anatomical
Closure. We next addressed what was the origin of the ICs that
filled the center of the DA at P0. For this purpose, we performed
double immunofluorescence staining for CD31, also known as
PECAM, an endothelial specific marker and fibronectin. We found
that, at P0, the majority of ICs were CD31-positive, supporting that
ICs are endothelial cells (ECs) (Fig. 5A). Analysis of the center of
the DA between P0 and P5 clearly demonstrated that the number
of CD31+ cells significantly decreased with time. Inversely, fibro-
nectin staining within the DA center increased from P0 to P5,
supporting that fibronectin is one of the protein of the MD (Fig.
5A). We next searched for the mechanism responsible for the loss of
ECs in the DA center. Apoptotic ECs, identified via active caspase
3 staining, and dense fragmented nuclei (white arrows) could al-
ready be detected at P0 (Fig. 5B, Left). Apoptosis was further
supported by TEM images; picnotic nuclei (white asterisk) and
apoptotic bodies (black arrow) could be identified (Fig. 5B,Middle).
We also observed, on TEM images, large double-membrane vesi-
cles that resembled autophagosomes (white asterisk, Fig. 5B, Right).
Thus, EC loss could be at least partially due to cell death.
The center of the DA can be delineated by elastin staining,

which decorates all elastic lamina, including the IEL. Interest-
ingly, costaining of the DA at P5 with an antibody directed
against elastin, and CD31 or the mesenchymal marker α smooth
muscle actin (α-SMA), revealed that, within the DA center, the
remaining CD31 cells were surrounded by α-SMA–positive cells
(Fig. 5C, Left). This result suggested that some ECs had acquired a
mesenchymal phenotype. Indeed, we detected as soon as P0 some
cells that expressed both CD31 and α-SMA (white arrowhead)
reflecting early endothelial-to-mesenchymal transition (endMT)
(Fig. 5C,Middle). This result was further supported by TEM image:
Fig. 5C, Right shows a polarized EC cell (cell 1) facing the lumen
still connected (white arrowhead) to another cell (cell 2) acquiring a
mesenchymal phenotype surrounded by MD (asterisks).
Interestingly, the number of CD31-positive cells at P3 in

Bmp9-KO pups injected with anti-BMP10 antibodies was sig-
nificantly higher than in WT pups, suggesting an impairment in
the decrease of ECs under these conditions (Fig. 5D). This result
was further supported by measuring the expressions of CD31 and
p120-catenin, a cytoplasmic scaffold protein binding to VE-
cadherin that determines the stability of adheren junctions (13),
which were higher in Bmp9-KO pups injected with anti-BMP10
antibodies versus WT pups (Fig. 5E). Taken together, these re-
sults support that BMP9 and BMP10 could take part in a process
of endMT occurring during DA vascular remodeling.

BMP9 and BMP10 Up-Regulate the Expression of Transcription Factors
Involved in endMT. To further support this hypothesis and to ex-
tend our findings beyond the KO mouse, we analyzed the effect of
BMP9 and BMP10 in HPAECs on the expression of transcription
factors known to be involved in the process of epithelial-to-mes-
enchymal transition (EMT) and endMT (14). We found that
BMP9 and BMP10 very rapidly (within 1 h) and transiently up-
regulated (between four- and sevenfold) the expression of SNAI1
and SNAI2 (Fig. 6 A and B). Interestingly, BMP9 and BMP10 also
up-regulated the expression of ZEB2, TWIST1, and FOXC2, al-
though in a delayed manner in comparison with SNAI1 and
SNAI2, without affecting the expression of ZEB1 (Fig. 6 C–F).

Identification of a Deleted Minimal Critical Region Linked with Patent
Ductus Arteriosus in Humans. Several genes and chromosomal
deletions have been associated with PDA (4, 15). We therefore
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remodeling. (A–C) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the DA
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looked whether patients with PDA would present a chromo-
somal deletion of BMP9 or BMP10. The information gathered in
the database of genomic variants (DGV) showed the presence of
many polymorphic copy number variations (CNVs) in the BMP9
gene. These data suggest that haploinsufficiency of the BMP9
gene is not directly involved in a specific disease. In contrast, no
polymorphic CNVs including BMP10 were found. Moreover, we
identified two patients with a syndromic PDA that had a large
heterozygous deletion including the entire BMP10 gene, each

presenting a PDA among other clinical features (Fig. 7). In pa-
tient 1, array-comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) analysis
showed a 4.62-Mb deletion in chromosome band 2p14-p13.3
extending from base pair 65,561,711 to 70,187,280 [National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI); hg 19] from the
2p telomere (Fig. 7). This 4.62-Mb heterozygous deletion arose
de novo because it could not be found in the parental analysis
and contained more than 28 known protein-coding genes. Pa-
tient 2 also harbored a de novo 7-Mb deletion in chromosome
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bands 2p15-p13.3, including about 75 known protein-coding genes.
This deletion extended from base pair 63,921,609 to 70,915,279
from the 2p telomere (NCBI; hg 19) (Fig. 7). Six other patients, with
several deletions overlapping these two anomalies, but excluding
BMP10, did not show any cardiac abnormality (no PDA). By col-
lecting all these data, we were able to define a 700-kb minimal
critical region (MCR) that correlated with the presence of a PDA.
This MCR included BMP10 among seven other genes (APLF,
PLEK, FBX048, GKN2, PROKR1, CNRIP1, ARHGAP25). Al-
though preliminary, these results of human genetics provided an
additional argument for the involvement of at least BMP10 in the
physiopathology of the PDA.

Discussion
This study shows, for the first time, to our knowledge, a critical role
for BMP9 and BMP10 in the closure of the DA. This process has
been described to occur following two phases, the functional and
the anatomical (3). Our data demonstrate that BMP9 is not nec-
essary for the functional closure of the DA. On the other hand, the
data reveal that BMP9 is important for proper anatomical closure
to occur and that BMP9 can be partially replaced by BMP10.
However, if we add an anti-BMP10 antibody to Bmp9-KO pups
during a specific time window (between P1 and P3), then the ana-
tomical closure process fails and the DA reopens.

Anatomical closure of the DA starts with intimal thickening of the
DA. This process is initiated prenatally or at birth, depending on the
size of the animal, with the development of intimal cushions, and is
completed postnatally by humoral and mechanical stimuli (3, 4).
PGE2 elicits the deposition of HA within the intimal tissue and
stimulates the inward migration of VSMCs (10). The present data
further support that wall thickening, in mice, starts within the first
hour after birth (1). Interestingly, we found that this process is sig-
nificantly reduced in Bmp9-KO, demonstrating that BMP9 is nec-
essary for this step and that it cannot be compensated by BMP10.
Several glycoproteins and glycosaminoglycans are involved in wall
thickening of the DA. Especially, HA is produced by both ECs and
VSMCs, and its deposition creates a hygroscopic environment suit-
able for cell migration (16, 17). In accordance with a previous study
in human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) (18), only
HAS2 and HAS3 mRNA were detected in HPAECs. We showed
that BMP9 and BMP10 specifically regulated HAS2 mRNA ex-
pression. This result further supported the work reported by
Yokoyama et al., who found that, among the three HAS iso-
forms, HAS2 was largely responsible for HA production in the DA
(10). PGE2 is the principal activator of HA production in the DA,
and COX2 has been described as the most important COX in the
closure of the DA (11). Interestingly, we found that COX2 mRNA
expression, but not COX1, was strongly induced by BMP9 and
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BMP10. These data thus suggest that BMP9 and BMP10 are im-
portant regulators of HAS2 and COX2 expression and that down-
regulation of their expression could in part result in the defect in
wall thickening observed in Bmp9-KO pups.
We show in the present work that, at P0, the DA center, as

delineated by the IEL, is filled by endothelial cells (ECs) (Fig. 5), in
accordance with the work of Echtler et al. (19). Thus, the intimate
cells that obstruct the DA are mostly of endothelial origin. Analyses
of TEM images of WT pups showed, at P0, that ECs were arranged
densely and compactly. However, at P3, these cells became gradu-
ally dissociated from one another and were surrounded by matrix
deposition. Fibronectin has been shown to be critical in DA closure
and in particular for smooth muscle migration into the sub-
endothelium and intimal cushion formation (12). Our data support
that fibronectin is one of the matrix proteins surrounding these
intimal cells. Importantly, we show that the number of ECs strongly
decreased between P0 and P5. This loss of endothelial cells together
with an increase in matrix deposition recalls the process of endMT.
This hypothesis is supported by TEM images but also by the
coexpression of endothelial and mesenchymal markers within few
cells. Still, the loss of ECs from P0 to P5 might not only be due to
endMT because apoptosis, as shown by active caspase 3 staining
and TEM images, could be observed in the DA in agreement with
previous works (20, 21). We also observed on TEM images double-
membrane vesicles that resemble autophagosomes and therefore
suggest that autophagy could also occur in DA remodeling. Taken
together, these data would propose that anatomical remodeling of
the DA involves endMT and apoptosis, as depicted in the working
model in Fig. 8A.
The involvement of the TGFβ family has been previously de-

scribed in DA remodeling (12, 22, 23). The present work further

supports that this signaling family could play a major role in this
process. We show here that injection of anti-BMP10 antibodies
to Bmp9-KO pups during a very short time window (P1 to P3)
leads to a reopening of the DA at P4. Analysis of these DA at P3
showed a defect of MD and a higher number of ECs correlated
to an increase in the expression of CD31 and p120-catenin
proteins. In parallel, we found that BMP9 and BMP10 induced
the expression of fibronectin in isolated HPAECs but also in
isolated DA. We also found that BMP9 and BMP10 strongly
induced the mRNA expression of several transcription factors
(SNAI1, SNAI2, ZEB2, TWIST1, and FOXC2) known to be im-
portant in the initiation of EMT or endMT (14). In accordance,
it has already been described that BMP9 and BMP10 transiently
induce the expression of HEY1, HEY2, and HES1 (8, 24), which
are transcription factors of the Notch signaling pathway also
known to be involved in EMT (14). Taken together, these data
allow us to propose that, in Bmp9-KO pups injected with anti-
BMP10 antibody (P1 and P3), ECs fail to go through a transition
into a mesenchymal-like phenotype, and this defect of remod-
eling leads to loose cell interactions that will result in the
reopening of the DA. This working model, which calls for further
work to be validated, is presented in Fig. 8B. Our data further
support the involvement of the BMP signaling pathway in
endMT. Indeed, although TGFβ is one of the most potent in-
ducers of EMT (14), the role of BMPs is still not completely
clear (25). BMPs have been described as either inhibitors of
endMT (BMP7 in cardiac fibrosis) (26) or inducers of endMT
[BMP6 in cerebral cavernous malformations (27) and BMP2 in
cardiac valve formation (28)]. BMP9 has been recently shown to
induce EMT in hepatocellular carcinoma cells (29), and our data
support that BMP9 and BMP10 can also induce endMT.
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PDA in human infants can be divided into two groups: a common
condition present in very preterm infants that would not be present
if these infants had been born at term and a relatively rare condition
seen in term infants that is associated with genetic abnormalities. In
this case, PDA exists as part of a constellation of other physical
anomalies. Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/omim) lists more than 100 disorders in which PDA is found,
supporting the idea that single genes can contribute to syndromic
PDA (15). The presence of a PDA with only minor cardiac defects
has been particularly well-characterized with mutations in three
genes (MYH11, ACTA2, TFAP2B) (15). In the present study, genetic
analysis in national and international databases allowed us to define
a 700-kb minimal critical region (MCR) including BMP10 along with
only seven other genes (APLF, PLEK, FBX048, GKN2, PROKR1,
CNRIP1, ARHGAP25). These results provided an additional argu-
ment for the involvement of BMP10 in the physiopathology of PDA.
However, these encouraging results require confirmation and further
molecular analyses of the BMP10 gene in a larger cohort of patients
with isolated PDA. It is interesting to note that mutations in the
TGFβ signaling pathway have been previously associated with PDA,
such as in Loeys–Dietz syndrome (4).
Our research emphasizes the role of the TGFβ family and more

particularly of BMP9 and BMP10 in vascular development and
postnatal vascular remodeling. In addition to their roles in lym-

phatic development, cardiac development, and postnatal retinal
vascularization (8, 30, 31), we now show that BMP9 and BMP10
are also important for the closure of the DA. This result is in
accordance with the high circulating levels of BMP9 and BMP10
in mice around birth (7, 8). It will be interesting in the future to
measure circulating levels of BMP9 and BMP10 in term and
preterm infants to test whether there is also an increase in these
two factors around birth, and whether we can correlate the cir-
culating levels of these BMPs with the risk of PDA.
Research on PDA has already provided clinical applications.

Nevertheless, management of premature infants with PDA re-
mains troublesome and calls for alternative approaches to the
prostaglandin E2 inhibitors now in use (32). The involvement of
BMP9 and BMP10 in the anatomical closure of the DA process
is an important finding with potential clinical applications in the
management of this pathology.

Materials and Methods
Mice. All animal studies were approved by the institutional guidelines and
those formulated by the European Community for the Use of Experimental
Animals. Heterozygous offspring of chimeras were mated out of nine gen-
erations to C57BL6/J as previously described (8). Anti-BMP10 (15 mg/kg,
MAB2926; R&D Systems; or clone 13C11; from our laboratory) monoclonal
antibodies or control IgG were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) in mice at P1
and P3. Pups were killed at P0, P3, P4, or P5. Preterm and term fetuses were
delivered by cesarean section at 16.5 and 18.5 d postcoitum, respectively. For
the later, corresponding to a few hours before natural delivery, pups were
killed every hour (until 5 h) for histological analysis.

Microscopy. For light microscopy and immunofluorescence, embryos from
embryonic day 16.5 (E16.5) and E18.5 obtained after Caesarean section and
pups from P0 and P5 were fixed in 4% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde overnight
at 4 °C and embedded in OCT for frozen sections or in paraffin. Frozen
sections were stained using antibodies to fibronectin (AB2033; Millipore),
CD31 (clone MEC13; BD), α-SMA (A5228; Sigma), elastin (PR385, tropoelastin;
Elastin Products), and active caspase-3 (AF835; R&D Systems) and paraffin
sections using antibodies to CD31 (53332, Anaspec; Eurogentec). For trans-
mission electron microscopy, chest cavities of P0, P3, and P4 mice were filled
with 2.5% (wt/vol) glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (pH 7.2),
and DA were then dissected and fixed overnight at 4 °C. Semithin (0.5-μm)
and thin (90-nm) sections were observed by light and electron microscopy,
respectively. For further details, see SI Materials and Methods.

Endothelial Cell Culture, Treatment, Quantitative Real-Time PCR, and Western
Blot Analysis. Human pulmonary arterial endothelial cells (HPAECs) were
stimulated with recombinant human BMP9 or BMP10 (R&D Systems), and
Real-Time PCR (RT-PCR) and Western blot analyses were performed as in-
dicated in SI Materials and Methods.

Protein Extraction from DA. To study the ex vivo effect of BMP9 on the DA,
great arteries (including the DA and the aortic arch arteries) were dissected
fromWT pups at P1 after killing by decapitation. Great arteries were cultured
for 48 h in DMEM with or without BMP9 (10 ng/mL), and then lysed in
radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer. At least three great arteries
were pooled for each condition.

To study the in vivo effect of anti-BMP10 injection at P1 in Bmp9-KO pups
versus WT pups treated with IgG, isolated DA were dissected at P3 from killed
pups after decapitation. At least six DA were pooled for each condition.

In both cases, proteins were extracted using Precellys lysing tubes and
analyzed by Western blot as indicated in SI Materials and Methods.

Human Genomic Analysis. All samples were obtained from subjects after an
institutional review board approved informed consent (DGS 2004/0341). The
study protocol was approved by the Grenoble institutional review board (IRB
no. 6705). A search for individuals carrying CNVs encompassing BMP9 or BMP10
genes was made in French (AchroPuce) and international databases [Database
of Chromosomal Imbalance and Phenotype in Humans using Ensembl Re-
sources (DECIPHER) and (International Standards for Cytogenomic Arrays
Consortium (ISCA)] of patients and healthy controls (DGV) analyzed by array-
CGH. For further details, see SI Materials and Methods.

Statistical Analysis. Statistical data analysis was assessed using the Mann–
Whitney test or Fisher’s exact test, as indicated.
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treated with anti-BMP10 antibodies. (A) In WT pups, functional closure oc-
curs within 3 h after birth due to VSMC contraction and EC compaction.
Anatomical closure encompasses wall thickening that starts within the first
hour after birth and vascular remodeling, which takes several days. At P0,
the DA center is filled by cuboidal intimal cells (ICs) that we show here to be
endothelial cells (ECs). These ECs are connected to each other by cell junc-
tions (CJs). These ECs will rapidly lose their intercellular contacts (P3) and
increase their matrix deposition (MD): We propose that this process involves
endothelial-to-mesenchymal transition (endMT). A few apoptotic cells
within the center of the DA could also be found. (B) In Bmp9-KO pups,
functional closure normally occurs. The first steps of anatomical closure,
corresponding to wall thickening and vascular remodeling, are partially af-
fected. Injection of anti-BMP10 antibodies to these pups seems to exacer-
bate this imperfect vascular remodeling, resulting in the persistence of cell
contacts with CJs, the absence of MD between ICs at P3, and the mainte-
nance of CD31-positive cells. We propose that the observed defect in ana-
tomical closure occurs through endMT inhibition. In the absence of endMT,
subjected to the pressure of blood flow, these ECs will return to a flattened
phenotype and will ultimately lead to the reopening of the DA at P4.
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